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ABSTRACT
As of January 1, 2018, SasCommunity.Org was set to "read-only". This meant that the 9, 514 users with
2,688,280 views on the wiki-based site need to find a new home for their content. Although the site is still
available for now - even e-archives are ephemeral. Some of the older SAS collaboration tools are still
relevant, and some have drifted into obscurity. I began moving my content to SAS® communities in 2018
to try and preserve some of my personal history - and discovered a few things along the way. This paper
and presentation will serve as a "how to" for introducing new content and moving old content to SAS
Communities and SAS's GitHub.

IN THE BEGINNING, THERE WAS HYPERTEXT
SASCommunity.org is based on Wiki software, which was at least partially an outgrowth of hypertext.
Hypertext variations began rolling out in the 1970s, to help manage and document software products.
Eventually, the world wide web was developed in 1990 as a hypertext client for CERN (Conseil Européen
pour la Recherche Nucléaire) and made public in 1994. The world has never been the same. Shortly
thereafter, Ward Cunningham developed the “WikiWikiWeb” using PERL, to accomplish the goal of
managing and documentation software products in a collaborative fashion. The meaning of “wiki” is quick
in Hawaiian. The concept of an editable website with pages and links documented with a version history
quickly caught on. Numerous “wikis” were developed, forming a wiki culture. In 2001, Wikipedia was
initiated, and remains enormously popular today. By 2007 the Oxford English Dictionary had added “wiki”,
signifying the popularity of the concept.

BACKGROUND ON SASCOMMUNITY.ORG
In 2007, the SAS Global Users Group Executive Board sought to form a collaborative website for SAS
users and developers alike. Although there were thriving platforms and knowledge centers such as SASL, User Group Forums, etc. SAS wanted to have a single, international platform that would act as a
platform to all resources on using SAS software which allowed contributions (and questions) from all
interested parties. SAS luminaries developed workshops on how to use the site, created a SASopedia,
and began blogging. Wiki was the right tool at the right time, and SAS developers and users alike jumped
into the task of collaborating, creating, discussing and discovering SASCommunity.org.

MY PRESENCE ON SASCOMMUNITY.ORG
As a newer SAS author and nervous presenter (my first paper was written and presented in 1997 at SUGI
22), I wasn’t ready, even 10 years later in 2007, to write my own blog, host my own website or share my
SAS story beyond presenting at NESUG and SUGI / SAS Global Forum each year. My co-authors on
several papers urged me to look at SASCommunity.org and it was a perfect fit for me and my growing list
of papers and presentations. Below is a word cloud of authors of SAS papers on Lex Jansen’s website
(another fabulous resource for SAS practitioners).
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The larger the name, the more papers have been documented. As well as wanting a home for all of my
papers, I had this one paper in 2006 (co-authored with Mike Zdeb) that I received multiple inquiries for
code samples on a weekly basis for years – and I still, 13 years later, get requests monthly for examples
from that same paper. Thanks to papers and presentations on SASCommunity.org and some assistance
from Art Carpenter, I began documenting and uploading my papers and presentations on the site,
uploading code samples in zip files, and using a QRCode to direct some of those questions to the
website. The QR code linked sent users to a list of all my contributions to SASCommunity.org.
In 2017, SASCommunity.org began the process of decommissioning the site. There were many available
options and user involvement had declined. In addition, the wiki format had given way to more modern
web publishing tools. While the site is currently still available (and tips of the day still published) it became
read-only in 2018.

I had amassed quite a few papers by 2017, and although all those papers are located on both
support.sas.com and Lex Jansen’s web site, the presentations, posters, zip files and graphics were all
stored on sascommunity.org – and my business cards still have the QRCode that links to my papers on
sascommunity.org.
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COMMUNITIES.SAS.COM
My desire to find a new home for my papers and other materials led me to SAS communities, on
communities.sas.com. There are many excellent resources describing how to get started, including blogs
and articles in the SAS communities libraries, but there weren’t any on how to do a wholesale move of
content from one platform to the other. Spoiler alert – there isn’t a way for content to magically apparate
between the two sites! I told Chris Hemedinger, one of the community managers and an amazing SAS
practitioner and generous blogger, of my predicament, and he, Shelley Sessoms and I went through the
process of moving a page on www.sascommunity.org to an article on communities.sas.com. There’s a lot
of great functionality on communities.sas.com that both mirrors the capabilities on sascommunity.org and
builds on them, including a very robust Q&A section, that I encourage readers to explore; however, this
paper is focused on articles. There’s also an excellent article on communities.com on how to write an
article, noted in the references, that is very helpful for starting and editing an article, but it does not cover
how to retrieve content from www.sascommunity.org.

SET UP A USER ACCOUNT ON COMMUNITIES.SAS.COM
In order to author articles, you need to establish a presence on the site. Join an affinity group – are you
going to a user group conference? Are you using SAS Viya? There are groups for all interests.
Accumulate points by reading and commenting on posts, asking and answering questions, communicate
with community managers, etc. There’s also SAS swag for active participants! Once you have enough
points (it’s not hard, I promise!), when you go into the SAS communities library, you’ll see an option to
start a New Article. If you are starting a new article from scratch, you can just jump right in, following the
published guidelines. The community managers are there to help you – ask questions if you need.

RETRIEVE CONTENT FROM SASCOMMUNITY.ORG (OR ELSEWHERE!)
In order to author articles, you need to establish a presence on the site. Join an affinity group – are you
going to a user group conference?
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Go to the location of your chosen contents (I chose a paper on self-generating codebooks). I copied the
abstract and pasted directly into the body of a matching article I’d created on Communities.sas.com, but
needed to download the files in the Electronic Files to my computer. Like the original wikis,
sascommunity.org stores metadata on revisions, etc. as seen below.

Once the content you want to transfer has been downloaded, open your article on communities.sas.com
(if it is not already open).
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Once the content you want to transfer has been downloaded, log into communities.sas.com and open the
matching article (if it is not already open). Note that on the bottom right there’s a link to “How to write an
article” which I highly recommend keeping open as you work as a reference.

Once the content you want to transfer has been downloaded, log into communities.sas.com and open the
matching article (if it is not already open). Note that on the bottom right there’s a link to “How to write an
article” which I highly recommend keeping open as you work as a reference.
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Follow the instructions and press the blue button! Put the title of your article in the subject section and
enter text in the editor.

Note the tool bar in the editor. It includes a button for a special window to insert SAS code, the ability to
insert pictures, and the ability to manage quotes, etc. In addition, before you can publish an article, you
need to choose labels, or keywords.
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You have several choices when publishing – I usually choose to save, but not publish, until I’m sure my
article is correct. You are able to go back and edit at any point.

You have several choices when publishing – I usually choose to save, but not publish, until I’m sure my
article is correct. You are able to go back and edit at any point by looking in the drafts.
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SAS AND GITHUB
You may have noticed that sascommunity.org allowed posting of SAS code and other items in zip files on
pages. As the website became read-only, contributors looked for other venues to post their work. As you
can see in the screenshot below, a search for github in sascommunity.org shows that contributors have
moved some content to github – and this was prior to SAS providing numerous opportunities to use
github as a versioning tool within SAS software products.

Git was originally designed as a version control system for software development in the early 2000s. It
was created by Linus Torvalds to assist with the development and maintenance of the Linux operating
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system. It does not require access to a network or central server – it can function as a repository on
stand-alone computers. Today, Git repositories have both remote (on a server) and local (on a computer)
locations. Repositories may be transferred between remote and local locations, through committing,
merging, pulling and cloning.
There are a number of Git repository hosting tools. My company uses Bitbucket and SourceTree to
manage our Git repository. There are pros and cons to each type of hosting tool, and companies should
research the choice of a hosting tool carefully. For the purposes of sharing SAS code, and not necessarily
functioning as a versioning tool, SAS has set up its own Git repository, which can be accessed with
different SAS features.

SAS GLOBAL FORUM 2019 GIT REPOSITORY
To accommodate presenters with code samples associated with their papers and presentations, SAS
opened up a repository for SAS GF 2019. There were over 50 presentations represented in 2019. Code
was submitted in a variety of fashions, and SAS has recorded a video presentation about using SAS with
GIT, located at https://www.sas.com/en_us/webinars/using-sas-with-git.html.

Shown directly above is a screen shot of a search in Lex Jansen’s web site. As you can see, code for the
paper is available in GitHub via a link. It’s one stop shopping at its best!

USING GIT FROM WITHIN SAS
As of SAS V9.4 M6, SAS has built on a number of ways to seamlessly incorporate GIT into SAS
processes:




Git Functions (GITFNs) – can be used with data _null_;
o

GITFN_CLONE: clones a Git repository to the SAS server

o

GITFN_COMMIT: commits staged files to the local repo

o

GITFN_DIFF: returns differences between commits in the local repo, and documents the
committed differences in a record object

o

GITFN_PUSH: sends the committed files in the local repo to the remote repo

o

GITFN_NEW_BRANCH: Creates a Git branch

Git plug-in in SAS Data Integration Studio
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Git support in SAS Enterprise Guide
o

Built-in Git support within EGPs

o

Store EGPs and SAS programs together in Git repo

Git support in SAS Studio (production in V3.8)
o

Manage SAS Studio programs in a Git repository

o

Add custom tasks from GitHub

All these tools in a variety of platforms and products allow the SAS practitioner to manage and share SAS
code seamlessly.

CONCLUSION
SAS users, and SAS, provided a great collaboration tool in sascommunity.org, which set a high bar for
functionality at a time when SharePoint, Confluence and the like did not yet exist. Content that was built
on the sascommunity.org platform can be transported to the SAS hosted communities.sas.com and to Git
repositories, some SAS conference specific, via SAS procedures and products. All SAS users are
welcome to contribute to communities.sas.com, through supplying contents, and asking and answering
questions in community forums, and to utilize SAS to publish code to Git repositories through SAS
functions and products such as Enterprise Guide, SAS Studio and SAS Data Integration Studio.
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